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Abstract:  Evolution of wireless communications systems has provided ever increasing data rates for wireless 
communications systems over the years, and Edholm’s law predicts data rates exceeding 1Tbps in ten year time. Such a 
target is also one of the key drivers on the way towards 6G communications and sensing. However, scaling up the 
performance of future systems to the requested bandwidths is not straightforward and many aspects related to 
technologies indicate challenges that must be taken seriously. Those include availability and properties of carrier 
frequencies to achieve the capacity, radio propagation and hardware technologies from antennas to transistors that are 
needed for such systems. Speed of transistors, interconnects, etc. will limit the capabilities on one side. On the other hand, 
scaling of antennas towards higher carrier frequencies and their impact to RF transceivers have different constraints on 
the potential solutions. Future wireless systems should take these aspects carefully into account, and on the other hand, 
technologies that would pave the way towards improved communications and sensing capabilities with reasonable power 
consumption will be core elements for 6G. 
 
This tutorial addresses many of the aspects that need to be considered when implementing radio systems for anticipated 
6G requirements. Principles of wireless communications systems will be analyzed against link capacity and range, and 
based on those challenges related to RF transceivers with circuit and device aspects will be explored. Wireless 
communication system are already complex and complexity will even increase once technology boundaries are 
approached.  The tutorial will provide insights on the challenges related to technologies at different hierarchies and 
considerations on the tradeoffs to be tackled related to the next generation of communications. 
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